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Dual 1229 and AS-12 stacking spindle problem
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Töltse ki nemzetközi IQ-tesztünket, és azonnal megkapja az eredményét.
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Megnyitás



yohan77

Dual 1229 and AS-12 stacking spindle problem

  25 Apr 2017 23:50

Hello; 

I have an odd problem with a newly acquired AS-12 stacker. I have 3 Dual turntables: 1209, 1229 (Euro version, no ground cable
and voltage selector), and another 1229 (ground cable and no voltage selector). The stacker works fine on the 1209 and the Euro
1229. 

On the American 1229, the AS-12 behaves like this: 
After inserting the AS-12, in auto-start mode the stacker will drop the record, and then not return from the inner groove
regardless of whether there is a record left on the stakcer. A slight "clicking" noise can be heard on every revolution. If I move the
start/stop lever in either direction, the lever just locks in place. If I remove the stacker, the stop cycle will engage normally. 

The stacker basically will drop a record once, and then the start and stop cycles will not work again until the stacker is removed. 

The AW3 spindle works fine on this machine. This issue is specific to the combination of the AS-12 with this machine. 

Any ideas?



dualcan
long player 

Re: Dual 1229 and AS-12 stacking spindle problem

  26 Apr 2017 00:32

Hi, 
From the turntable side, there is no difference if the aw3 or the as 12 is used. The factory adjustment is carried out with this
gauge:
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with the adjustment carried out on the rocker arm:

You can make out the AS 12 script on the right side of the instrument, but above the line it says AW3 as well. BTW, the left side is
for the 1000 series AW2 and AS6 or AS9 
Once that line is reached, the activation is identical for either stacking spindle. 
From that it follows that there is a slight error in the adjustment which permits one spindle to work while rejecting the other or
similarly one good spindle and the other slightly off. 
In order to approximate this alignment, see page 15, Fig 27. 
Regards, 
k



yohan77

Re: Dual 1229 and AS-12 stacking spindle problem

  28 Apr 2017 16:50

Thanks, Klaus. Since I do not have such gauge, I will create a reference template from the working 1229 and adjust the other one
to the template. I was leaning towards the rocker but wasn't entirely certain. While I'm there I will check the SM for the info you
mentioned. 

I will try this out and report back.



Edison_Player
member 

Re: Dual 1229 and AS-12 stacking spindle problem
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  16 Sep 2020 17:14

Sir, 

I finally found an AS-12 for my 1219! (Actually, I finally found one I could AFFORD!)

Problem is, I can't get it to drop records. So I have some questions about it and the 1219... 
*** 
edit: my apologies: I now notice this original thread references a 1229—but my part references below are for 1219!
*** 

1) 1219- First and fore-most: can any multi-play stacker spindle (AS-12 or AW3) be tested/run WITHOUT the C retaining ring
(can't find ref #) holding the Platter 7 on 164? 

2) 1219- Shaft of (164) orientation/placement: I see other 1219's with an AS-12 installed and notice they sit, when locked in,
perpendicular to the tone arm. That is the slot, for keying pin in the bottom stem of the AS-12 (and/or the AW-3 for that matter),
is towards the front of the table. My slot is roughly to the right. So before I adjust anything (eccentric of 165 so .2mm stroke when
173 is pushed when cam 251 in neutral... etc.), I'm wondering if I even have things assembled properly to a greater extent.
Should the slot in the barrel of 164 be towards the front. And if so, how is that "adjusted?" 

3) AS-12: Mine looks relatively unused. I disassembled, cleaned, re-lubed, and reassembled. But it looks like, at rest, my metal
blades stick out way too far. Inside, there is a metal bar which acts to extend the blades outward. As this can be easily bent, is it
possible that it can apply too much force out ward?  

4) AS-12: Is there a record weight sensing "trigger" with the AS-12? How does the table 'know' not to keep replaying the last 45
record? 

5) Might you have a platter turn-by-turn break down on the functioning of the AS-12 like you do for the AW-3?

 dualcan wrote: ↑
For brevity, I will use: 
UF- for upper three fingers on AW3 spindle 
LF- for lower... 
DR- for drop rocker 165 
rot- for rotation 
Rec- for Record 
Ok so here we go: 
When inserting and pushing down the spindle into the TT, the UF retract into (Aw 3) spindle barrel, then the clockwise 1/4 twist, will
lock the AW3 into the platter support 164. 
This will now allow rec to be stacked onto the LF of AW3. (all the rec are supported on the LF's.) 
Make sure TT is in neutral position. (cam is not engaged) 
Put a piece of tape onto platter to indicate the front. (use this tape as a rot counter) 
Disengage idler by removing it or put speed selector between speeds. 
Press start. 
Rotate platter by hand. 
At 1/2 rot, cam engages and DR starts to lower till end of 1st rot.  
(Rec 2 and rest of stack are now held by UF; Rec 1 is now on LF but Rec stack looks like they are still together; arm starts to lift) 
At rot 2.25, LF completely retract into spindle barrel, allowing Rec one to drop. 
At 3.25 rotation, Rec 2 and rest of stack is now on LF. 
At rot 6, Start lever is repositioned to neutral. 
At rot 6.5, the cam is back in neutral.

Thank you in advance! 

-Michael

Last edited by Edison_Player on 16 Sep 2020 21:12, edited 1 time in total.

dualcan
long player 

Re: Dual 1229 and AS-12 stacking spindle problem

  16 Sep 2020 19:56

Hi Michael, 
As far as the turntable is concerned, there is no difference between the AW3 and the AS12. The same goes for the earlier changer
family using either AW2 and AS9 or AS6. 
If your unit works fine with the AW3 but not with the AS12, the problem lies with the AS12. 
My notes on the AW3 above apply exactly, step by step, to the AS12 because as I said, the changer doesn't "see" any difference. 
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The platter clip makes no difference if it's on or off. 
Check to see that the platter support barrel is not loose partially out of the platter bridge:

This can happen very easily if the platter is left on the unit during transit. The heavy platter "hammers" the barrel up from the
bridge. Check to see that it sits perfectly even/flush in the bridge:

If it it not even, the rocker arm, item 165 does not have enough throw to activate the (platter changing) lift pin 171.

Neither AW3 nor the AS 12 will work, if that is the case. 
Once the shaft seating is checked (originally forced into the bridge...) then adjust the rocker throw, as shown on page 14, Fig 23.  
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The slot in the barrel is approx between 4 and 5pm position when bridge is viewed as shown:

DSC00499.JPG

Regards 
k



Edison_Player
member 

Re: Dual 1229 and AS-12 stacking spindle problem

  16 Sep 2020 21:05

What great information, sir! Thank you! 

So in your post quoted above, but for the AS12: UF = metal blades (2 see below); LF = black plastic tabs (4 see below). And then
it would all be identical, correct? That helps a lot! 

I have noticed, while manipulating the AW3 apart from a table, that the LFs will not retract until LF#1 is pulled slightly out
(simulating the weight of a record on it) at which time they all snap completely retracted inside the shaft of AW3. But I have not
noticed this with my AS12. 

How does the turntable sense from a mutli-play spindle that there are no more records to drop and to instead shut off? 

Kind regards! (Thank you again!) 

And I found this. Perhaps someone might find it useful?



dualcan
long player 

Re: Dual 1229 and AS-12 stacking spindle problem

  17 Sep 2020 01:35

Hi Michael, 
The spindle actually "tells" the rocker arm (165) if there is a record or not. The rocker arm then switches the cam's switch lever /
follower ( 254) causing the tone arm to "go to rest and stay" (no record) or "go to rest and come back" (next record). It is the
weight of the record which will trip the three fingers or the two black taps on the 45 adapter that either descents the central
control shaft of both spindles or not. For the aw3, it is actually only one finger and if memory serves it is the one at 8 o'clock
position. Go through a cycle with the spindle in place, no records, and keep a finger on that spindle finger as it cycles. At the
appropriate time in the cam cycle, with finger pressure, the three fingers will "snap" into the aw3. Without that pressure (no
record) the fingers will not retract / sink downwards and the central shaft will not move down, thereby cam will be switched via
256 to "do not return" mode. 
A better description of this is found here:
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and for the cam's timing sequence as it pertains to the action enacted upon the main lever (207) and subsequently the tonearm:

You will note that the arm, as soon as it lifts on the rest post, gets the order to return to rest post in cam's section 3. Since the
arm is already there, something has to give... It is at that time the pimple gets a "rubbing over" from the main lever. This is also
the reason why the pimple to main lever contact area needs a dab of grease to prevent excessive wear. The sandblasted surface
will nevertheless grab and drive the arm in all other main lever motions - or not- depending on command and arm position. It is
also the reason that all Dual changers can and should be cycled with a locked tone arm after transit. This condition allows the
various levers to reset, in case they are out of sync - without wrecking the mechanism through that locked arm. 
This is the same basic principal Dual used since the 1006 from 1958 with the earlier spindles AW2 and AS6 or 9. 
Regards, 
Klaus
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